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Mission Statement

The Laureate’s mission is to provide undergraduate students at Western
Michigan University a place in which to publish their works of fiction, poetry,
non-fiction, and other creative works. The Laureate strives to be a professional
and engaging journal that appeals to all.

The thirteenth edition of The Laureate is made possible by
the generosity of the Zhang family.

Editor’s Note

The culmination of works that make up this thirteenth edition of The Laureate
exhibit a variety of talents found within the undergraduate student body at Western
Michigan University. Though different in form, technique, tone, and theme, these
pieces have come together to form an outstanding collection of creative work.
Within these pages you will find that each piece has a voice of its own. Together,
they form an assembly in poetic harmony. The strength and beauty found in each
individual piece adds to the collective whole. I thank each and every student who
submitted their work for their willingness to share their creative endeavors with us.
This publication could not be made possible without contributions from the
student body, support from the Lee Honors College, contributions from the Zhang
family, and the team of students and faculty who worked diligently to put the final
product together. My thanks extend to the Design Center and Gwen Frostic School
of Art, as well for their contributions to The Laureate. We would have no publication
to share without the sharpened skills and talents of Nick Kuder, Cameron Gregory,
and Paul Sizer. I would also like to thank the editorial board for all of their hard
work. Emily Recchia, Samantha Edwards, Elyse Hogan and Katelyn Orsini helped
to bring this collection together with their love for literature and dedication to
the publication. The faculty of the Lee Honors College is also thanked for their
contributions to The Laureate. I want to thank Dr. Carla Koretsky, Jane Baas, and
Becky De Oliveira for their unwavering support. Great thanks extend to Becky
Cooper as well, not only for her undying dedication to the project, but also for
her personal and heartfelt investment in the students who have worked so hard
to produce The Laureate.
The opportunity to serve as Editor-in-Chief for the thirteenth edition of the
The Laureate has been an honor and a privilege. I encourage you to get lost in the
pages, to find your own voice echoing among the choir of students’ work, and
to share this publication with those around you. Working on The Laureate has
taught me that collaboration and community are vital to the world of art, poetry,
and literature. With peers to share with, mentors to learn from, neighbors to build
with, brothers and sisters to support and encourage, our passion and creative works
can create a world of their own. I invite you to join us in this world, and welcome
others along the way.

Editor-in-Chief
Nicole J. Burchette
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A Green Dress and a Chainsaw

Kelsey Wood

One second we were all laughing together in the backyard at the three picnic tables.
They lined up against each other to form a long dining table alongside the short,
white fence. We slapped our knees at Uncle Irv’s perverted jokes under the red
gingham tablecloths. We had just finished eating and were still too full to get up.
Unlike our usual family picnics, we each had real porcelain plates, (even if none
of them really matched), and silverware for the special occasion. We all must have
agreed that Grandpa’s sad potato salad wasn’t that good, since small mounds of it
were pushed to the sides of everyone’s plates. Grandpa Otis agreed with the joke,
which made Aunt Mary howl the laugh that made everyone in turn laugh at her.
One second everything was loud and obnoxious and normal. The next second, the
rev of an engine forced us to stop all at once. Aunt Millie and Grandma Sawyer’s
mouths hung open, but I clenched mine closed. Every head and wide eye moved
to the back door that led into the garage. My cousin Callie was holding a buzzing
chainsaw and staring at her husband David with dead eyes.
It was cloudy. It had rained all weekend, and while the weatherman said that it
wasn’t supposed to rain that day, I think it did in the morning before we got up to
watch the news report. The ground was muddy with random patches of wet green
grass. Callie and David didn’t have the best yard, or the whitest fence, or the biggest
house, for that matter. The yard was pretty big though, and very bare. There was
only one tree in the yard and it was in the middle towards the back. Its branches
hung over the fence into the next yard, but I don’t think the neighbors minded
the free shade every summer.
Callie was wearing her favorite dress. I knew that it was her favorite because
she had told me. She wore it last Christmas when David gave it to her. It was
the green one, the cocktail dress with a sweetheart neckline and a bow at the
bottom of her open back. It was the same shade as the Jell-O mold cousin
Kelly helped make with her mom, the one with the pineapple chunks in it.
David put his hands on his hips and sighed and yelled over the saw, “Now, Callie,
let’s go inside and talk about this.” She lifted her arms so the saw was level with her
face and stomped into the mud with her pretty, nude heels.
The mud was thicker than I thought it was. As she stomped through the yard,
pools of it sucked the shoes right off her feet. Her toes mashed into the thinning
grass and wet dirt. Brown splattered her dress with every step, but she didn’t care.
Her blonde hair was still pinned perfectly in place. At first it looked like she was
going towards David, but she walked past without even looking at him. He didn’t
even flinch; he just looked down at the ground when she did. She stopped at the
trunk of that one tree and looked up at it. The chainsaw weighed her arms straight
down in front of her.
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My mom took this opportunity to hit my dad on the shoulder, signaling him to
do something. He waved a hand at her and continued watching Callie, the way he
did when Mom interrupted him watching wrestling on TV. None of us could do
anything but watch her. We knew she had a temper, she got it from Uncle Rick, but
utilizing tools from the garage wasn’t something she’d ever done before. My brother
Dale turned his head to look at me, as if to ask me what happened. I didn’t know.
Nobody did, so I just shrugged. Only God knew at that point, and I was sure it went
in one of his holy ears and right out the other. It couldn’t have been that important.
“Callie, please!” David yelled over the saw after he turned around to watch her.
“We came back to this tree to eat the last pieces of our wedding cake after the
reception. Don’t you remember, David?”
David nodded in agreement as she turned to the tree and took a swing at it with
the chainsaw. Sharp pieces of bark flew from the trunk and the light brown flesh
on the inside showed through. Aunt Millie screamed and Uncle Rick put a hand
over her mouth to shut her up. When there was a decent slice in the tree, Callie
stopped and turned around again.
After a few heavy breaths she yelled, “You remember the swing that we hung up
two summers ago, David? When we didn’t have air conditioning in the house yet
and we stayed in the shade all day? Do you remember?”
“Yes, I remember!” he yelled back.
Again, she turned and sliced the tree a bit deeper. When she was finished, she
looked at her husband.
“Do you remember when we were hanging up clothes on the clothing line a
couple months ago and…”
“And the bird fell out of the tree and we took care of it. Yes, I know, Callie. I
remember everything. What’s your point?” David wasn’t mad, he was practically
begging at this point. He ran to her and stood in front of her like he wasn’t scared.
“I remember everything. Why are you doing this?”
“How could you do that to me? I love this house, David, I love this house! I thought
you did, too!” she cried. Tears started to well up in her eyes and roll down her cheeks.
“I do love this house, Callie, but…”
“But nothing! If you loved this house you wouldn’t have decided to sell it!
Especially not without telling me!” She turned and put the chainsaw to the tree.
David looked around for a way to stop her, but he didn’t try.
“Callie, stop it!”
“No!” she cried, shaking with the saw in hand. “Not until you get our house back!”
“It’s too late for that now, Callie, it’s already sold!”
Callie cried and pushed harder on the saw forcing the blades faster into the
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tree. She sobbed loud and clear over the noise. In a minute the saw was almost to
the other side. She turned the thing off and threw it on the ground away from her
and David. Then she pushed and hit the tree over and over until it started to move.
“It’s gonna fall!” Uncle Irv called. My aunts and grandmas screamed as they got
off the picnic tables and ran towards the garage.
My cousins and I ran after them and the men just stood up slowly to watch
it fall. The tree fell away from us, but into the neighbor’s yard. It took down the
whole back section of fence and splattered mud everywhere. Callie just stared at
it, her fists at her sides and her breathing heavy. Tears were still falling down her
face, mixing with the muddy spots on her foundation and blush. She still looked
pretty though, and her hair was only a little messy now.
David walked over to her and opened his arms to hold her, but she pushed him
away. He wrapped his arms around her and she pushed him away harder, this time
screaming, “No!” She ran up the yard in her bare muddy feet, and through the back
sliding door, shutting it behind her. David went after her. They probably dragged
in mud all over their carpet.
My mom grabbed my arm and my brother Dale’s, too, and said we were going
home. I didn’t really care. There wasn’t anything left to do since Callie and David
ruined their own party. Dad hollered to us that he’d be at the car in a minute. I
think the neighbors came over pointing fingers and demanding to know what
happened. I pulled out of my mom’s grasp and watched her pull Dale behind her.
I turned around one more time to look at the tree and saw Grandma Sawyer ask
Aunt Millie something. They walked over to the side of the house and took down
the bright banner that read Happy 5th Anniversary.
That’s when Dad grabbed my shoulder and led me away to the car. “Emma, don’t
you ever act like your cousin Callie,” he said. I shook my head at him because I
didn’t even know how to use a chainsaw.
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Slenderman

Laura Ely

January in Budapest was quiet, relatively speaking. Roslyn had a whole floor of
the hotel to herself and didn’t have to worry about sharing a taxi with one of the
pimps who tried to recruit her as he filled the cab with a thick cloud reeking of
garlic and pepper. Everything in Budapest carried a hint of garlic with undertones
of body odor that perpetuated the Dracula myth. She found that the locals were
more receptive to her this time of year, when they weren’t as concerned about
being gawked at by tourists.
The women and children were kind to her, feeding her and keeping her up to date
with their lives. The men were cold and kept their distance. Maybe they knew or
suspected that she was lost, tainted. She hadn’t told anyone about the pictures, but
the locals still largely believed in Kirlianography. Before last year she would have
dismissed the idea as local superstition. Now she wasn’t sure anymore.
Four years ago Roslyn had graduated from college with a degree in photography.
She was immediately hired by National Geographic, something she had dreamed
about since she was a little girl. She was paid to pursue her two passions: travel and
photography. Her first trip to Hungary had been two years ago. She had fallen in
love with the country and the people right from the start, taking every assignment
possible to the area. She had explored the small villages, the historic buildings of
Budapest, and was familiar with the gypsies living in the Carpathians. Every time
she came back, she made sure to save time for a hike up to the remains of Vlad
Ţepeş’ castle. She was fascinated with the history and the folklore that spawned
what she had assumed was only local superstitions.
The local superstitions had become Roslyn’s personal beliefs, ever since the unknown man had begun to appear in her photographs. Initially she thought he must
be a local and it was only irony that led him to be in her pictures. She quickly realized
that he wasn’t only in Hungary. He appeared in her pictures in Egypt, Paris, Ireland,
China, and Argentina. No one seemed to notice him. Standing alone in a steady
stream of foot traffic, no one moved out of his way or even noticed he was there.
When she first started seeing him in her pictures, Roslyn didn’t share the information with her editors or the locals she interacted with. When she realized he only
appeared on her camera, she approach Crina, a local woman she had befriended on
her first trip to Budapest. After Roslyn explained the photograph, Crina crossed
herself. With broken English, she was able to tell Roslyn the tale of Slenderman: an
abnormally tall, skinny man in a suit who can only be seen through photographs.
Like most other Budapest residents, Crina had seen Slenderman numerous times.
Death always followed his appearance.
Roslyn shrugged off the chills coursing through her as she made her way back to
the hotel. There’s no such thing as Slenderman, she told herself. It was just another
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myth like Bigfoot. She tossed and turned all night, wishing the hotel wasn’t so eerily
quiet. The following morning she woke with a start to the furious ringing of the
bedside phone. It was Crina. The neighbor’s daughter had gone missing during
the night. They had called the police, but there was no sign of the girl. Crina was
hysterical and hard to understand. Roslyn only understood a few necessary phrases
in Hungarian, none of them appropriate for the situation. She changed quickly and
grabbed her camera, not bothering with the rest of her equipment. None of this was
going into her portfolio. She had to see if Slenderman appeared in any more photos.
She took a taxi as close as she could to Crina’s house and walked the remaining
few blocks. The police had blocked off a majority of the neighborhood to traffic,
but walls of people crowded the police tape. Pushing her way through the crowd,
Roslyn made her way to the front where an officer stopped her. She tried to explain that she was a friend, but he didn’t understand English. Finally Crina caught
sight of her and waved her over. The officer stepped back, letting her pass. Crina’s
arms were wrapped around the mother of the missing girl, as if keeping her from
crumbling to the ground. Roslyn stood back, not wanting to crowd the woman.
She had never met her before and didn’t want to give the impression that she was
there to exploit their grief. Crina nodded towards her and quietly introduced the
mother as Julia. Roslyn gave her condolences, but was at a loss as to what to do. She
had dealt with grieving mothers through her work with National Geographic, but
never had she seen such fear or certainty that a missing child would never return.
Soon the crowds dispersed, realizing they weren’t going to see a corpse or
heart-warming reunion. Crina and Julia were escorted into Crina’s home where
Roslyn set to making tea. Most of the police left with the crowd. The women were
assured that they would continue the search and that the house would be under
surveillance. The officer left them, ignoring Julia’s protestations that they would
never find her daughter, that she was a victim of Slenderman. A couple hours
later, Julia’s parents arrived to stay with her while the search continued. Crina and
Roslyn muttered comforting phrases as they left. With a knowing look, Crina signaled for Roslyn to pass over the camera. When she had first arrived on the scene,
Roslyn had subtly begun taking pictures of the crowd and the officers wondering if
Slenderman would appear again. She and Crina held their breath as they scanned
through the photos. The tension eased when there was no sign of Slenderman in
them. They had two more pictures left to check when they heard a heart-stopping
scream from Julia’s house.
Dropping the camera, Crina and Roslyn sprinted in the direction of the scream.
They stopped at the open doorway, cautiously approaching, wary of the darkness
inside the house. Everything was silent. The only prints in the freshly fallen snow
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were theirs. Luggage lay scattered just inside the door along with a woman’s shoe.
Crina called into the house, “Julia?”
Her voice echoed back at her, followed by silence. She exchanged a frightened
look with Roslyn before stepping over the luggage into the living room. Roslyn
took out her smartphone, using the camera flash to shed light on the scene. A creak
sounded on the stairs behind the women. They whirled around, taking a picture of
the empty stairway. Looking down at her phone, Roslyn noticed the pair of legs at
the top of the steps. They were a man’s legs covered in suit pants. Roslyn grabbed
Crina’s hand and bolted for the door. The last thing Roslyn saw on the blinding
screen was the blank face of a man, void of any features.
As they ducked into Crina’s house, police sirens sounded from a distance.
Crina slammed the door shut behind them, hitting the deadbolt into place. Sirens
sounding in the distance grew closer and soon the kitchen was filled with flashing
lights. Crina and Roslyn watched through the curtained windows as armed police
entered Julia’s house. A short time later they regrouped on the front yard, having
determined that the house was empty. Crina approached the police to share what
they had witnessed in the house and ask why the surveillance team that had been
assigned earlier hadn’t responded. Several of the officers exchanged nervous glances
before the sheriff explained that the surveillance car had been found abandoned
about a block away.
“You can’t stay here tonight. It’s not safe,” Roslyn said. “Come back to the hotel.
We’ll get a room for you there until this is figured out.”
Back at the hotel, Roslyn helped Crina settle into the room next to hers. After
saying good night, Roslyn headed back to her room with no intention of going to
sleep. She downloaded all her pictures from the day to the computer so she could
enlarge them and clear away some of the blurriness. Slenderman was in every
single one of them. She didn’t understand how she and Crina could have missed
it earlier. He towered above the crowd with elongated arms frozen mid-gesture.
Flipping through the pictures was like watching a movie in slow motion: in each
shot he was closer and closer to the front of the crowd. In the final shot he was
reaching for Crina and Julia.
She rushed next door to Crina’s room. Crina needed to see this. She pounded
on the door.
“Crina! Open the door! He was there the whole time.”
Crina opened the door hesitantly, her bloodshot eyes betraying her stoic face.
“He couldn’t have been. We’ve already been through the pictures.”
“Just come see,” said Roslyn. “Something changed when I put them on my computer.”
Crina obliged, following her into the room and her desk. “What are you playing
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at, Roslyn?”
Roslyn gaped at the computer screen, blank except for one small dialog box
confirming that all files had been deleted.
“He was there!” Roslyn cried, “In every picture. I don’t understand.”
She pushed buttons trying to make the pictures reappear, but nothing worked.
She told Crina about how he had approached them, reaching for her and Julia.
Crina shook her head, clearly pissed.
“This isn’t funny, Roslyn. You don’t have to believe in him, but don’t patronize
me. I know he took Julia and her daughter.”
Roslyn shook her head in disbelief, her eyes brimming with tears.
“I believe you, Crina. I was there. I saw him at Julia’s.”
“We need sleep,” Crina said. “We can discuss this in the morning.”
Tears streamed from Roslyn’s eyes. A moment ago she had had proof. She pulled
the memory chip from her computer and put it back in the camera, hoping that
the pictures would still be there. She had no luck.
The following morning Roslyn woke to find her door wide open. She pulled
some clothes on in a panic and hurried to Crina’s room. After pounding on the
door for five minutes with no response, she went to the front desk to request a
spare key. Her hand shook as she unlocked the door, afraid of what she might find
on the other side. She had to swallow the lump of bile that formed in her throat.
Roslyn knew she would never see her friend again. Bloody footprints covered the
carpet, too big to be Crina’s. A puddle of thickening blood soaked through the
bedding. The walls were splattered like a macabre impressionist painting. The
fear overwhelmed her. He had been here and Crina had been alone. Roslyn’s heart
was racing and she desperately wanted to sit down, catch her breath, and to wake
up from this nightmare. There wasn’t a clean surface in the room to rest against
without touching the cooling blood.
Roslyn stumbled into the hallway and sank to the floor. Sobs wracked her body as
footsteps thundered up the stairs. She had a brief moment of panic that Slenderman
had come back for her before the vomit she had been holding back came spewing
out. The shift manager rounded the corner, before he became aware of Roslyn
sitting on the floor shaking. Roslyn didn’t have the words to explain to him what
lay on the opposite side of the door, but she repeated “rendőrség, police” until the
manager was able to understand her broken Hungarian.
Within an hour, the police arrived with a crime scene investigator. They questioned
Roslyn about the past twenty-four hours. She complied as much as she dared. The
police hadn’t responded well when Crina had told them about Slenderman, so she
left out the information about the missing pictures.
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Roslyn didn’t know where to go. She didn’t dare stay at the hotel. She packed her
bags quickly and left the building. She had local friends who would be willing to
house her, but she didn’t want to involve anyone else who could become a victim
of Slenderman.
She made her way to the train station near the airport and contemplated going
home, but the police hadn’t cleared her to leave the country. She barricaded herself
in the handicap bathroom, throwing the deadbolt and pushing the trashcan against
the door. She felt relatively safe in the small room. She approached the sink to clean
the blood off her face and hands, but felt compelled to record this moment: the
blood, the fear in her eyes, the bags showing the sleepless nights. She dug through
her bag for her camera and set it up for a self-portrait. After the blinding flash, she
scrubbed her skin until it was as red as the blood that had covered it. Sitting down
on her bag, she pulled the image she had just taken up on her camera. The camera
fell out of her hand, crashing on the ground.
When the station guard managed to break the door down the following morning,
the image was still displayed on the camera: Roslyn, covered in blood, with the
hands of a faceless man around her neck.
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Familiar Faces

Samantha Edwards

“Boot Facewall,” Sola said plainly, as she stepped into her room. The walls turned a
deep black, of the kind that is impossible to penetrate, as the room’s system started
up. Sola caught a glimpse of her small, animalistic face before the wall filled with
brightly colored photos of herself and her friends, laughing and chatting. She smiled,
which hurt her new plastic cheeks. Well, newer plastic cheeks; she got new ones
all the time. She had never documented her surgeries, but she could remember
them all clearly: a wide face with sad, brown eyes and a down-turned mouth, so
that she would never accidentally look like she was having a good time; a pale,
heart-shaped face with watery, light blue eyes, so that everyone would know she
was feeling better, but still mourning; a grey complexion with black eyes, so that
everyone knew she was angry that it had happened…the list went on. Her body
had undergone countless modifications, fluctuating with her feelings. The people
at the BodMod Lodge loved her and she loved them.
Her most recent surgery was a complete makeover. Her skin was tanned in a
way one might consider sun-kissed, though UV rays could never color synthetic
flesh. She had been stretched to six foot four, from her average height of five foot
two, and loaded with a plastic structure. Her scrawny arms were now stuffed with
hard muscle. The slant of her eyes had been turned up slightly and the skin pulled
tight to accommodate their new oval shape. They had also been dyed a bright violet
and her pupils were encircled with a ring of crystals in the shape of her engagement
band. Tilted eyebrows hovered above, making her look eternally angry. When she
smiled her expression was wicked, due to the fact that her teeth were sharpened to
as much of a point as City Protocol allowed. Her nose was faintly upturned. Her
cheeks, one marred by a faux scar that had been inspired by a hoverski accident
when she was thirteen, jutted out under her eyes, and her chin went down in a deep,
thin triangle. All in all, Sola loved her new body; her features were frightening in an
attractive way. It looked much better than it had on the program she’d purchased
it from, which had charged her nearly all of her saved up points. Yet, deep down,
she knew the way she looked was not how she felt in her heart. That was one thing
the BodMod Lodge couldn’t alter.
Withholding a sigh, she looked at the photos more closely, though she knew exactly how everyone was standing, how their faces were turned, if they were smiling
or talking, where their eyes were focused…she had stared at these photos for more
than was healthy for the last five years. The pictures had never changed, never been
switched out for recent ones that held more fun times with her favorite people. She
had never posted more stories than the ones that captioned these still shots of her
life. She could hardly recognize herself among the people in the photos anymore.
“Welcome home, Miss Thanos,” the room said kindly with the rich voice of a
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woman Sola had never met. That faceless voice had held her together for longer
than she’d wanted to stay in one piece. “Congratulations, again, on your engagement. Have you set the date? Would you like me to log it in your Facecalendar?”
“No, thank you,” Sola said without inflection, re-pinning her strawberry hair
behind her ear.
The room was silent for a moment and Sola’s unblinking eyes absorbed the photos
before her. “Would you like to play again today?” the voice asked.
“Every day,” the girl’s answer was very quiet, but the room heard all. The Facewall
flashed black again, but only for an instant this time. Again, her reflection made
Sola smile.
“Uploading now.”
Sola had already stripped down to her undershorts and tank top and attached
the connectors. She felt the energy hum through them into her chest, her arms,
her legs, and most thrillingly, her brain. She closed her eyes and was immediately
transported to the time when everything was all right.
When she opened her eyes again, her was room was as she had left it a moment
ago, except that he was standing before her, near the door. “Hira,” she whispered. Sola
smiled, feeling a painful joy in her heart to see his lovely face as he stepped closer.
“You got a new face.”
“I was tired of the old one.”
Hira frowned, an action that always upset Sola. “This one is scary.”
Sola grinned, her eyes roaming his plain, ivory face. “No, it isn’t. It’s exciting.”
He stared at her for a long time, but she didn’t mind. “I suppose it’s a little exciting.” His thin lipped smile reached his eyes and made her feel like she was shining
just as brightly as his deep browns—the brown that was almost black until you
looked at it with all of yourself. The smile exposed the dimple he refused to Surge
away. He leaned down to kiss her. This was always where things went wrong; Sola
thought of Keefe and Chloe and suddenly they were there.
“Sola!” Keefe entered the room with his largest smile. His skin was even whiter
than Hira’s, even though he got twice as much sun. Hira stepped aside so that the
three could exchange hugs. Keefe took her newly sharpened chin in his large hand
and turned her head from side to side. “Your Surge looks great. Mind if I clone?”
“Of course not.” A comfortable second of silence passed, then she turned to her
best girl friend, Chloe. She was just as Sola remembered her. Her beautiful blonde
hair was in an intricate style, so that her soft face was completely exposed. Her
skin was flawless and she hadn’t even needed surgery to get it that way. She was
Chloe, with each of her fingernails painted a different color. The hues swirled with
her heartbeat, though the purple neck tattoos didn’t move. “What’s the plan?” she
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asked them, before she could cry over their beauty.
Chloe smiled, her polycarbonate teeth shining brightly in the sunlight that
was now streaming into the room. “No plans today, Bones.” The nickname made
Sola’s heartache.
“You can’t call her that anymore,” Keefe joked, grasping her new muscles. “Check
out these guns.” He laughed his obnoxious laugh that made the rest of them giggle
over and over.
Sola turned to face Hira again, but her contentment promptly vanished when
she saw Cain behind him. The others turned to where she was looking. Chloe
smiled, more wickedly than the sweetness of her face suggested she was capable.
“Hey there, Reject.” She’d never called anyone by his or her real name. It was
bound to get her into trouble one day.
“Why wasn’t I invited to party?” he asked, almost pouting. “Why don’t I ever get
invited?” His eyes flashed dangerously and Sola knew it wasn’t any Surge he’d had
that made them do it. She had a terrible feeling in her stomach and she thought
she might throw up. Maybe that would stop this. She tried not to think about him
anymore, but there was Cain Cariad’s face, branded into her mind. “Why don’t I
have a fun nickname and a Facewall full of good times?”
“Because you’re pointless?” Keefe offered—always the joker. His laugh didn’t
make Sola want to join him this time. “Get it? Pointless…point-less.” Sola wished
he would take it back. Cain grimaced and if Sola’s skin could have produced goose
bumps, it would have. She almost felt the hairs on the back of her neck stand on end
as Cain lifted his head up. Her body began to tingle, as if it were trying to be numb.
“You think you’re so much better than me.” He raised his hand and in it he held
an L-shaped piece of black metal. Sola had never seen one until Cain had brought
it to them five years ago. But now, she knew exactly what it was and what it did.
“But you can hurt too.” He squeezed a part of the metal and a very loud noise made
Chloe jump. Sola didn’t jump anymore. She expected it now. But her friends, they
never knew … .
Hira fell to the ground and a brilliant liquid spilled out of his head. With a cry,
Sola fell to the ground and pulled him into her lap, but he was already gone. She
turned as another shot rang out and she saw Keefe hit the ground, his left cheek
and jaw mutilated. Another shot fired. Then Chloe was beside Keefe. The noise
sounded again.
Sola leaped off her bed, the connectors coming loose from her head. She looked
down at her hands and could almost see the blood staining her hands again, threatening to taint the silver ring that lived on her left hand. The ring was still there,
sterilized now. Still, the sight of it made her dizzy. She ripped the other connectors
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off of her, not caring that some of her synthetic skin went with them. “Shut down
Facewall,” she said through tears. The walls, filled with the happy photos again
turned black, then gray. Sola got no comfort out of her wicked reflection this time.
She glanced at the door. He was standing there. She looked down, but all the
connectors were still on the floor. She was not in the game.
“Hira,” her voice was a whisper, her tone disbelieving.
He smiled as he walked into the room and embraced her. His face was not as
it was in the game. She had not remembered it correctly, even with the pictures
on her Facewall.
“You got a new face,” he said when he’d stepped back.
“I was tired of the old one,” she knew she sounded breathy, and not in a cute way,
but she couldn’t believe her game life had forced itself into reality.
“I like it.”
He’d never said that before.
“Really?”
“Really. It’s very…dangerous. Sexy.”
She shook her head. “You’re dead.”
“Not anymore.”
Sola didn’t know what to say.
“The others are on their way.”
“The others?”
“Chloe and Keefe.” He gave her a concerned look. “They hung back so I could
see you first.”
She reached out and touched his forehead. It would have felt like his real, smooth
skin if it wasn’t being wrinkled by his furrowed brow. “You’re real.”
“Of course I’m—”
“Kiss me,” she interrupted and tilted her face upward so that he could. He seemed
surprised by the demand, but smiled and leaned in to touch his lips to hers. It was
nothing like in the game. “You’re real,” she said again.
“Sola!” Keefe entered the room, trailed by Chloe. Her friends hugged her and
it felt so real that fresh tears emerged. She’d had no idea that her imagination had
been so fake. It hurt her to know that all those years had gone by and she hadn’t
been doing it right. “Hey now,” Keefe said, patting her shoulder, “Don’t cry. We’re
here, we’re back.”
“How?”
“Easy,” Keefe said, grinning. “The Docs just regenerated the portions of our
brains that…” he paused, unsure how to phrase it in a way they could all accept.
“…that were damaged,” Chloe finished.
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Keefe flashed an appreciative look. “The cells finally accepted each other and
they planted our brains back into our bodies, along with what memories and
abilities they could salvage.”
“You have new Mods,” Sola observed, not wanting to imagine the procedure.
“You too,” Keefe said, taking a closer look at her face. “Your Surge looks great.
You mind if I clone?”
“Of course not.” At least she’d gotten some things right.
There was a beat of silence. “You don’t seem very happy to see us,” Hira frowned.
“Oh, Hira, I’m terrified that this is a dream. It’s been so long. I thought I’d lost
you forever.”
“It takes time to re-grow your brain,” Keefe pointed out. He didn’t mention how
many points it cost for The Docs to grant life back. She wondered how long it had
taken their families to afford it. Why hadn’t she thought to help them, instead of
using her points for all these BodyMods?
“I’m so glad you’re all here.” She turned to the wall, “boot Facewall.”
“That’s depressing,” Chloe said as the pictures popped up. “You never made any
new friends?”
Sola didn’t answer. What could she say? She’d been too busy playing Life with
the virtual versions of them? She had been afraid that someone would kill her new
friends and leave her alone again? “Room,” she said finally, deciding not to answer
her friend, “take a picture of us and post it.”
“Of course,” said the woman’s voice, “stand close together and smile.”
They moved toward each other, Keefe putting an arm around Chloe and resting
his elbow on Sola’s shoulder, while Hira pulled her close against his side. After a
moment the picture appeared in the middle of the wall. Sola went over to it and slid it
across the wall until it was at the very top. She captioned it: “They came back to me!”
She turned to them with a large smile. It had finally sunk in that they were back.
“What are we going to do?”
“You’re going to get married!” Chloe said excitedly. “We think you’ve been engaged
long enough.” She grinned at Hira, who looked slightly embarrassed.
“I’m sorry I kept you waiting.”
“I would have waited forever,” she said softly. Then, his face began to fade away.
At first, blackness hit the edges of her vision and all she could see was his face, but
then the blackness swallowed that, too.

***
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“You can fix her, right?” Hira asked The Doc that had come out to the lobby.
“Eventually, yes,” his voice was reassuring and the trio relaxed.
“The surgeries she underwent did a number of damages to her system.
BodyModification is not meant to occur so frequently at such extremes. It will
take years to fix the breakage.”
“Years?” Hira paled, “how many?”
“We estimate about five, once we consider how long it should take you to get us
the points necessary for the procedure.”
Keefe put his head in his hands, Chloe teared up, and Hira fell back into his
chair. “Five years?”
“About then we can replant the brain,” the Doc answered.
“Did she—did she die?” Hira forced himself to ask.
“No, she never died. But she is very sick. Her brain shut her body down in order
to preserve the health she still had. We removed her brain from her body so that
the sickness cannot reach and destroy it.” He gave an apologetic look as he returned
to his other patients.
As the three were leaving the hospital, Chloe turned to the boys. “She waited
five years for us, I’m sure we can wait five years for her.”
They parted ways after that, not wanting to celebrate their first day of being
alive again anymore. It wouldn’t be the same without Sola. Hira returned to her
room, where they hadn’t bothered to shut down the Facewall before calling for help.
“Greetings, Hira Able,” the room said, “you still have access to Sola Thanos’
Facewall. What would you like to do?”
“Just looking at the photos, thank you.”
The picture they’d taken only a couple hours ago held Hira’s attention for a long
time. He couldn’t believe that it was the first picture, the first life, Sola had had since
his death, since Chloe and Keefe’s death. He wondered if he would take pictures
while she was gone. Would she be angry, if he and the others enjoyed each other’s
company while she was away? She couldn’t begrudge them for staying together,
right? She had been alone, but they didn’t have to be.
He opened a photo of himself and Sola from when they’d celebrated their first
anniversary. It was of the four friends playing in leaf piles. He looked hard at the
picture, roaming his gaze over Sola’s big-cheeked smile, her perfect teeth, her soft
caramel brown hair, and her loving, sparkling emerald eyes. Her face was so open
and friendly—pretty. Nothing like the face in the new picture, which was dangerous,
sharp, and impassive. Had the death of the three of them really killed all her joy?
He remembered her lack of enthusiasm when they’d come back to her. It could
have been shock, after all those years of not having them, but Hira feared it was
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more than that. Could it be she was incapable of happiness now? Had they taken
too long to return? He tried to find the true Sola in the nearly lifeless purple eyes
above him. He wondered if the woman he loved was still underneath that hard
mask of plastic and synthetic.
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Alicia

Shaana Way
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Wolves

Shaana Way
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Thoughts of Zuzu

C. Charles Bley

Soon, you will be half
a world away. Sun
shining off of air
plane wings will blind you
through the rectangle
window. And when you
land, the night in your
hair will refuse to
leave me. When you have
arrived under star
and crescent-moon banners,
your inquiry in
broken pure English
will arrive at my
telephone without
you dialing. Soon, you
will slip a fork in
to the familiar
potatoes, bacon,
oil salt and pepper
and it will not taste
like we did
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U n d e r t h e E i ff e l T o w e r
at Midnight

Laura Ely

As if by lightning
the sky erupts
starbursts mask
precious gold.
The city of light
epitomized
in the brief show
of flashing bulbs.
Paparazzi
capture the glitz
of the fashionable
on the Paris streets.
We are captured
by the lights,
intoxicated
by the ensuing dark.
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D a yb r e a k

Dustin Brown

We wander through the morning
shaded sepia by sidewalk chalk.
Knuckles graze, but fingers never meet.
The moon is still full,
a mellow silver supported by stars
trying halfheartedly not to spill.
Our palms finally touch
on the bridge; fireflies
flutter around our shoelaces,
lost in the autumn dew.
A loping tune ballets through my mind,
the mourning lullaby of cicadas
who trace your name in limelight.
The sun, scarlet, brightens,
and you toss away my hand.
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Memories in Green

Holly Carlson

It happens, sometimes.
You walk out into the alleyway
wondering where your homeland went.
Blink, wide eyed,
Where are all the trees?
I don’t remember coming here –
maybe
it was some sort of bizarre sojourn, a manifest destiny
of your restless subconscious.
The realization hits once the familiar
smells reach your cortex, you think,
Oh, right
Then settle back in your skin, slowly
entering the too-hot bath,
convincing yourself that the skipping of your mental record had been
natural, and the stench of rot just
happened to be divine intervention, but
I don’t remember praying for that.
You step back, inhale sharply and try to catch it again
trying to force your nose to remember leaves, bark,
sharp tang of crushed grass,
the deep, silent smell of soil –
But it’s gone.
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Liberia

Alfield Reeves
In 1993 my father went ahead to the States to get things settled;
escaping civil war my mother and I left Liberia.
We crossed over to Sierra Leone, a country whose name
begins with a sound like “sea” and border neighbors with Liberia.
A couple years later we moved to New York following the same
route as my father, leaving behind, Liberia.
We finally settled in Michigan with less acclaim
then The Big Apple but had my mother’s cooked food from Liberia.
A honeymoon baby with a name I once didn’t claim,
I was born near summers rear, 1992, in Liberia.
When I turned 14, God called us back to a known unknown same
that we had left, it was fall but summer in Liberia.
I’m more than I was. Alfield is a created name
like I was in my mother’s womb at home, in Liberia.
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Vibr ations of a Midwestern Tome

Cal LaFountain

Little Girl tells Busy Mom menial things all formed from an isolated opinion perhaps
representative of America’s bottom tier youth. Most habits are the equivalent of
putting on airs for the fumbling figures in the drone of a dream. If you’ve gotten to a
point of such self-reflection it may be beneficial to purchase an electric toothbrush.
After all we are all cruising along the highways of technology. This is the era of
sustainability, the age of slick, shimmering shortcuts. All of this was said, by Little
Girl in Small Waiting Room, prior to any sort of gas, which may be administered
during an operation on the mouth or gums, the twos and ones.
In the same way a molar is outshone by the boiling gleam of a beaming incisor,
Little Girl is rendered nothing more than a looping genius daughter. Some thoughts
do not take hold.
This is the weave of things when the entire globe’s a timid gaze.
There are only fifteen words in all language. I find this to be astounding. Only
astounding.
A decade later, Little Girl now Grown Up Girl, is a contestant on Game Show. Starts
giving lots of shout outs to too many people. It gets to the point that Host clearly
feels uncomfortable and wants to nudge her but doesn’t because of her good natured
“cute” personality, most likely bred in the land of cheese eaters. Ruefully, Host allows
this to go on for several extended minutes. Seventh Grade Teacher is watching,
silently pondering why he chose the last of the Seven Deadly Sins, grade wise.
Bits and chunks of such choices plague the course of our lives, but happiness is
probably attainable.
Now, a run through of such sins, as defined in
this, the age of the shortcut:
1. Wrath
Physically speaking this is what older white men are talking about when they
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say their
“blood is boiling”
or that
“really ticks me off ”
or that they are
“steaming with anger.”
Technologically speaking, wrath stays occupied tangling wires.
Never confuse a power strip with a power trip, as this can lead to an immense
waste of one dollar bills.
Remember, these pieces of paper are so influential that Egyptian triangles paid
for advertising space on them.
2. Greed
What a segue.
This concept is best explained using geographical terminology.
All terms are protected under the Reversed Earth Act of 2013. Such legislative
hokum burrows in the indecision to abandon, inflate, negate, singe or deflate
any semblance of a unified numbered structure.
3. Sloth
When you’re just too lazy to have any desire to explain yourself.
4. Pride
Helping customers, waiting tables and ordering food over the phone are all
ways in which pride can be obtained or disregarded.
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This is an essential component of any design that aims to be complete in its honesty.
You have every right to think too highly of yourself, but don’t expect others to.
In the past, Busy Mom would offer similar advice to Little Girl.
She would take it, but not without first defending herself with a fervor found in
the stories told by the caked, milky blood of one thousand Spartans.
Cue an intellectualized frustration over the realization that someone has been
gradually stealing your persona over a long span of time. Strike through unleaded blood, televise a soul being hurled out. These caverns lack residents in
the spring of your greatest life.
5. Lust
To desire that which does not desire you.
A common misconception lies in the application of this term to human relationships, beasts, and technology.
Keep in mind that a great majority of Modern Americans help define Newton’s
Law of Universal Gravitation on a daily basis.
6. Envy
In the classroom, students find themselves wanting to hold the knowledge of
the professor, wanting to be the one telling underlings to thumb through a
volume of seemingly arbitrary numbers.
In the church, the congregation identifies with the underling demographic.
And certain members, mainly those who fall into the class of tenor, miss A flat
notes on purpose.
This is the rare phenomenon known as intentional non-sing. Picture celebrities
as insecure people who became so obsessed with famous figures that they just
had to become one. At the core of every pursuit is the desire for approval.
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7. Gluttony
As with calories, the human race has come to have an odd relationship with
wiry configurations. An object enters a system and is changed because of it.
After a number of processes, it is shot out, only to experience more.
This collective process continues throughout the ages as tepid fragments flutter
through the mind of a man trying to be his best.
Bluetooth headset, mounted on a sweating ear, receives a fleeting signal.
A greeting is spewed and the backlash is paramount.
At last, the responder is revealed.
Chicken wire,
splash damage,
a seven course meal.
Advice taken, Little Girl, still Grown Up Girl, drowns in a tide of absence. This absence, spurred on by a lack of connection to a positive female role model, manifests
itself in the form of diligent sweepstake entries. While they have yet to offer any
reward, they do serve to expose a limitation of a theoretical drive-by-shooting on
the mind’s design, a rewind of the second half of an equation gone awry. The way
she acts like she doesn't care lets us know she does.
Common is the desire to poison certain aspects of your life, using means custom
fit to your frame.
The key is being sure to get a receipt when you buy the stuff.
This is the weave of things when the entire globe’s a tundra’s grin.
There are only ten words in all language. Just astounding.
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Seventh Grade Teacher, now clear in his understanding of the Seven Deadly Sins,
travels to Istanbul.
This place provides a sunny plot, one where he can work on developing a more
refined taste for these sins.
Such vacations allow for explorations of mind and misery,
epiphanies that the Ottoman Empire was just a marginalized living room accessory.
This hovers, as an omnipotent aura, a brash challenge to the nuclear family.
If only you could intervene,
		

you could tell the brother
		

don’t wait

				

and say to sister

				

love your flaws.

The best way to find out if you truly know someone is to ask them
whether they generally think there is too much time or not enough. Hire caution
when firing long shots of moral uncertainty. Most friends will eventually and
unintentionally transform into the victim of a distant vision.
This is the weave of things when the entire globe’s a coiled smile.
There are only seven words in all.
Grown Up Girl is sliding slick down the slope of social convention.
There are none to mend the slack-jawed tendril of an ill-fitting hissy fit,
To tend these garlic-spread tunnels of isolation.
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Grown Up Girl is loose on digital coleslaw.
There are none to risk or rationalize,
To mix with the likes of a human minefield.
Grown Up Girl is a conflict, rounding third and simultaneously still waiting in
line at the concession stand.
There are none to mask your burden,
To denounce this dry history of variation,
To drive the rickshaw past the maw of your curving, purpled feeders.
Busy Mom wants to tear down every
“Employees Must Wash Hands Before Returning to Work” sign
in this great country and just see how America’s workforce responds upon returning to work.
This a cry to be free from the wires of distraction.
To conjure an alchemical framework
or blurt a phrase running parallel to the Ponds of Boredom.
Like he, she and him,
It is crucial to grasp the fact that there are places you will never see.
Places where sun shines brightest, and rain falls darkest.
The reactions swirling in your guts may not be the right ones, but you’re stuck with
them the rest of your life.
This is the weave of things when the entire globe’s a fleeting notion.
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Need

Samantha Edwards
Confidence in crafting a concept
of self more than
I
Trusting in the tangy truth
of all that I
am
Courage to conquer the chaos within
when I have been
broken
Aggression to attack the apathy
which has brought me
down.
Danger dancing on the dawn
Of our choice to be you and
I
Elegance to establish our everlasting
if only I
could
Reliance on the reasons I receive
from your pleasant
kiss
Chaos to counter the courage I have found
by putting trust in
you.
Judgment jolting but justified
to test my
will
Terror tracing over the tattoo
Trying to find the answer in
it
Smiles to secure the sanctuary
For which I would
kill
Questions not quenched that concern me.
Who do you love more, you or
me?
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Ob j e c t

Brendan Egan
Too much for me—The way that her jaw digs
square in her chest, the soft drip of tears sucked
in the breast of her sweatshirt as she slurs,
“I sawhim ata carwash and neversaid
hello”—That his family found him, pills
stuck in his throat, no note but the one left
ringing on the F key of his piano—
It’s too much—Every sour note from her mouth
steams Cuervo-coffee—The porch light spinning,
haloing her body like a centerfold—
the way I’m told he kissed her once—pluckish,
teeth grazed—Too much, how her fingers stroke sweet
on the rim of her mug—The rum filled bottles
hollering over the bass pounding inside,
the quiet stain of wetness on her cheek—
Her hazy hot-tongue breath quicksilvering
my skin, my ear, how her lips quiver-beg
for one last cigarette, and I give four—
It’s too much, because all I see in her
stumble indoors—the sway of her hips—
All I see staggering over spilled drink—
the pinups plastered beside my shower—
her form crashing down in waves through the hall—
All I want is pinning her
naked body to the wall.
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Paul Left

Jess McKellar

You said that when we danced, I moved my hips in triplets
amidst the dub-step that would blast around us, I could hear you whisper in my left ear,
“one, two, three” as we moved in sync to our own music.
You always asked to use my toothbrush,
you liked the little rubbery plastic things in the middle.
You always made sure to leave a glass of water next to our bed,
between sex and slumber, we would sip.
And when I would yell in public about how pissed off I was that that guy called me honey,
or how excited I was that my birth control was now free,
you told me that you admired my passion, and I believed you, I did.
I never thought that you would leave after the last night you slept over,
and I watched those pupils grow bigger as you looked at me,
the grayness of your cornea growing smaller, the gold around your pupil thinner.
And you said, “I’m in love with you.” And I said, “I know, that’s what I’ve been telling you.”
Now my toothbrush is dry when I go to use it.
I wake up thirsty in the night.
I yell to anyone who listens about my free birth control or the excitement I feel towards my
own vagina, and they just don’t get it.
And worst of all, when I dance with another in the basements of wherever,
he doesn’t count the beats for us.
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R at R ace

Justin Goodrich

Metal deathtraps cascading
toward the false air bag security
surrounding me.
I can see
those who try to kill me.
Green light or red,
it doesn’t matter to them.
Ignoring the flashing li –
Someone just cut me off!
In a hurry or just have
no sense of humanity?
The sanctity of life flies
out of the window of their
Swiss cheese jalopy.
Cloud of
death seeping into my cocoon
clogging my O2 with smog.
I strain to
see through it,
impossibility is just that.
Yes, my clarity driven stereo is loud!
No, I can’t drive any better than these “normal” folks!
It’s either a geriatric popping
high blood pressure meds,
or an adolescent popping
a zit
hitting a max speed of 35 in
what used to be the fast lane.
Ambulance sirens scream
as the knowledge falls over me
that they are headed for the latest
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mangled metal monstrosity.
It is me.
“Get out the IV, this one’s losing fluids fast.”
I don’t watch
the news.
I live the headlines.
Every moment I inhale.
This isn’t bumper cars.
This is the real deal, folks.
The metal smoothie continues to liquefy
without me.
I despondently search for a way
to exit stage right
from the road kill causeway.
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Red Puch From Austria

C. Charles Bley

I ride until this old bike sputters and coughs. I ride until the streets are the moon and the fumes
can’t catch up. Takes off like mad from dead stops on a cranked-hand command. This, cornerswerving precision and pedal positions. This, dry eyeball sting on the straightaway. When you
hear chainsaw sounds I’m coming. Exhaust pipe burn scar on my pretty left leg signed “Good
Luck — God” giving chase to the Devil.
I ride up on Viola, Viola street-crossing, Viola missing her by inches. The loose yarn on her scarf
brushes my right arm tattoos. She heard chainsaw sounds and I was chasing down nothing – I’m
a paperback Siddhartha with all the text redacted. Through the rush, I feel my spine on a
moonlit mattress. Throttle-gunning nightdream black jeans, burst out the front door ears itching
for the pitch of the engine.
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Gr e y/ Y ellow

C. Charles Bley

After too long,
the dot dot dash of highway lines begins to blur
past Atlanta in the night’s cool, or hides frozen beneath rumble-strip Nebraska
races ahead to the next cluster of billboard bibles
far-out where art is white-knuckle speed-painting
Somewhere in the stress, on a stretch,
a dollar bill origami crane
floats careless in the serene
blue blotch of windshield washer fluid
on a fast food napkin
Before long the dashboard is a gallery for
ride-hitching fugitive mixed-media,
feathers and stones on a torn-out sheet
of Randy McNally, cigarette butts and lollipop sticks
standing like a forest in the ashtray
And after a whole summer of crossing rivers,
the headliner is tagged end to end
with glow-in-the-dark cave drawings
because it is impossible to lose momentum
laying edgy and awake backseat
under an Oklahoma City overpass
Or once up the Great Divide east of Missoula meandering,
drum solos let fly on every turn after
shotgun shells spilled backseat
underneath and behind everything
because it is impossible to die thirsting for art
in the arms of mountains
Sometimes at the end of the asphalt
laying sore-legged on the hot hood facing sunset
parked in the back lot of some unkempt, neon scar
I am come upon by notions that are breeze-bound dejected spores looking to root,
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and then,
taking it by its bone handle,
I hold this knife at arm’s length
and trace the clouds as they dim and disperse
while I find my pitch in the cavity
between air-brakes and cricket songs.

T h e D r i v e r Sp e a k s t o t h e V e h i c l e
& It Shouts Back

Cal LaFountain

The Driver begins by saying:
When I was seven years old,
I realized it would take
four years
to become an adult, but
I didn't know what eleven meant.
Delve into the waning interest,
assumed by a shift from park to drive.
I am becoming the view of a mimic,
retiring the ruffled leg patch
caused by years of
scheduled maintenance.
And in the middle of the race,
my party begins to ponder my upkeep.
One of the pit crew gives off an aura of
“I’d like the sensation of being punched in the nose without actually being punched in the nose.”
He has the austere look that tells us he would be the one to go to if advice was needed on
how to reserve an entire theater using only the stupefied toxins emitted from the tuning forks of a
dead man’s pulse.
Taking the time to claim this as weaponized filament and polish it off with an animist panache.
Tokens that could save your life are only available in scenarios where their conversion is not
required.
You are in the ocean. You are being pummeled by what feels like an endless onslaught of salty
waves. You’re not sure when they will stop and the gargled dry throat compound that is bubbling
through your being, into the body of unforgiving force and back, is beginning to taste dull. The
humorous side of you, the one that can make jokes when uninhibited by the forces of taxed
adrenal glands, might suggest that you flavor it with pepper. You are not laughing. You are
drowning.
You are falling from the top of a skyscraper. You are not sure that it is a skyscraper you are
falling from. You begin to wonder if you are falling from a skyscraper or some other tall
building. You decide this is probably not the best way to spend your final moments. Instead, you
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retreat to those memories of your childhood that brought you the most feeling. You are not
feeling. You are falling.
You are being chased by wolves. You are cold but this becomes the opposite of a priority. You
have the sensation that wolves probably have more of a hunger for meat than you do. You
wonder if this is actually true. You play around with the idea that the wolves are chasing you
merely for the thrill of the hunt. You discard the nutritional element that is at work here. You try
to calculate the possible caloric intake that the wolves stand to absorb if their venture is
successful. You are not a calculator. You are running.
You are literally starving to death in the desert. You are fully hydrated. You are certain that it is
not the lack of water that is taking the life from you. You remember hearing that a human being
such as yourself can survive for much longer without food than they can without water. You
realize that this makes the process last longer. You are not lasting much longer. You are starving.
The Vehicle responds by saying:
We are all just archetypes,
and there is not an abundance of these.
I tried to keep you alive past crystal pills, Medicaid and bedpan.
We are all led to uncertain futures,
attached to the leash pulled taught
by some obscure wave.
No matter what type of fight you put up,
or what kind of focal point you arrange,
they will climb you like a naive dragon
and mince your scales into a clinging formula.
A withered tooth stain,
invites nostalgia bent on hope flow.
The denier becomes denied,
waltzing through halls smeared red
by a gut-wrenching jester.
And again you shift like galvanized bone form
thick with rickets.
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B e c o m i n g : Em e r g e n c e

Holly Carlson

Memories scattered around your room
from before his terrible leaving;
		
restless fingertips brush his
		
		
ring,
					
letters,
					
neckties,
					
noose—
						
touch them and they mean something,
						
turn them over, ask them questions
							until they mean something else.
					
Beat them until they tell you
					
what they meant to say,
				
or turn your back on them, on him—
and suddenly they mean nothing,
				
nothing
				
nothing.
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Cat

Holly Carlson
Glowering thunderheads smothered the sky as I watched you follow that damned cat to the roof,
and against my strained pleas and protests, you ascended. She was always one step ahead,
forever slipping out of your worried reach while the chase led you on, led you up into the fierce
wind. Rain began coming down in pregnant drops as you reached the roof, and I saw you
working for traction on the rain-slickened tiles when a sudden gust of wind caught you midstride, whipping you back to your element. Breathless—
I watched you tumble three stories down, my hands pulling hair and raking flesh as my mind grappled
with the fact that you had fallen
and after a three second lifetime—
Hard ground met you with broken bones, bruised organs, and massive hemorrhaging.
The feline held fast to the roof, her slender form curled around the weathervane. She eyed your
prone form in the mud and smiled, as if thinking your death in her rescue had been decidedly
funny.
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Lent

Lauren Hoepner
Red brick walls on all sides of us but one,
behind a fish fry on the third Friday of Lent.
Carbonation bursting from stolen liters of pop, hearts swelling in chests
still growing above stomachs full of liquor store pizza.
Not knowing the difference between holding a lighter in your right hand
and smoking a cigarette in your left, but holding the lighter all the same.
These were the things passed down to us that we swore would never die.
Jesus Christ was still alive and so were you.
Death was the man with his collar turned up on the stranger signs of Toepfer,
on the East side of town, where I refuse to be a stranger now.
My sister and I make a pilgrimage to your house,
and we bury what’s left of our guilt in the ground that broke my leg.
We walk down Universal Street and think about
robbing a dollar store because it would make you alive again.
And two blocks away, the mother of my oldest friend
is committing a murder she doesn't have time to care about,
Because she learned the difference between holding a lighter
in her right hand and holding a cigarette in her left a long time ago.
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Detroit Meijer

Lauren Hoepner

Let's always be here in your mother's house.
You leaning on kitchen counters,
me watching you lean,
and both of us dreaming of pale pink,
the way I think we must have done when we were babies.
Show me how you write your name
in sandwich crumbs on a paper plate,
and tell me that thing you told me once
about the smell of freshly cut grass
being a signal of distress.
Sit at this table with all fifty
of your grandmother’s notepads,
laundry lists of things to do
before getting cancer.
She took everything but this table with her when she left.
That summer they built a Meijer in Detroit,
and everyone began to feel better about everything.
And inside your mother's house,
we watched the cars' headlights
moving across the walls of your old room.
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The Three in One

Emily W. Recchia

I. Mother
My mother went away
in a gray SUV the day
I wore a red paperclip
on my glasses.
It was the metal that did it,
she said. It was frightening.
II. Sister
My sister wore purple corduroys
every day in the fourth grade
while Desiree laughed over her
smashed fig newtons.
III. Lover
All of my lovers are one.
They bristle under my weight,
my indignance
(M— was too angry,
S— was too tall)
and bend like a crooked cross
set outside the Trinity.
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Up o n T h e S e a
With A Line From Whitman

John Hutchinson

Upon the Sea do we have our fun
just as waves roll, crash and sweep.
O Captain! my Captain! our fearful trip is done.
Beaten and burned, our skin crisp from a kiss of the sun.
turned from pale to dark is the bounty’s reap.
Upon the Sea do we have our fun.
Remembering the order cried out, “Run out the gun!”
smelling the sulfur and seeing the enemy sink to the deep.
O Captain! my Captain! our fearful trip is done.
We had won!
In the hold we kept the profits heap.
Upon the Sea do we have our fun.
I now sit with my son
telling our tales like Little Bo Peep.
O Captain! my Captain! our fearful trip is done.
Tales of how our enemy met a fowl run
until he falls fast asleep.
Upon the Sea do we have our fun.
O Captain! my Captain! our fearful trip is done.
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Itchy Wrists

Kathryn Ashbay

Tears of salted-out blood
(raining from)
Tired eyes
These are the things that
stick with me, haunt me
in the form of ghosts from my
past, take advantage
of my forgetfulness, forever
forcing my fingers to smear
the mistakes around
my worried eyes.
The pessimist who always sees
the best in everyone
except
herself.
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A Sc a l d i n g W i n t e r

Samantha Edwards

Even April showers
cannot drown
the frosty smile
of this summer girl.
Lightning flashes,
illumination starry eyes
that see only
the beauty of red leaves
stained
by the spilled pain
of simple youth.
Careless thundering
gashed fissures
into the hearts of
soft lovers.
Rough winds
blow truth
high above the naked trees,
leaving liars
unexposed behind dry bark.
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Dark clouds
throw shade
on the pretty people
who expect the worst.
Flurrying snow
blinds us
from our own thoughts.
The scalding sun
distracts us
from the shattering of leaves
beneath our disparaging feet.
we are lost—no matter the season.
Even April showers
cannot drown
the frosty smile
of this summer girl.
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Untainted

Dustin Brown

I run the vacuum three times a day
and scrub the counters like a machine.
I try to live in a clean way.
I straighten our portraits on display
at three-thirty-two and nine-sixteen.
I run the vacuum three times a day.
My daughter’s tried to steal my spray.
I tell her cleaning's so serene.
I try to live in a clean way.
Specks of dust always ferment decay.
Hand sanitizer's an hourly vaccine.
I run the vacuum three times a day.
My husband said he couldn't stay
in a house that smells of sterile tangerine.
I try to live in a clean way.
Scour-two-three, cannot delay.
The filth and thoughts are too obscene.
I run the vacuum three times a day.
I try to live in a clean way.
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The Sun Baked Quad

Elyse Hogan and the Fall 2013 English 4440 class
Laughter is an unreal state of happiness,
blue glass and stone breaking at the horizon,
trees fenced in as if they might escape.
Yellow umbrellas cluster like steel mushrooms.
I want to say yes and mean it.
I saw the Queen’s English smoke at three oh seven in the afternoon.
Bubbling giggles, under lap Ode synchronized alerts, in light of passing conversations
the construction workers are safely pinned so students don’t clumsily step into the real world.
If the cement turned into sand, sandal-less cigarette butts would stick between my toes.
A slight hand proffered to assist will not change its form.
Sun baked evergreen, “I wish we had seasons without winter.”
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W A X IN G

Shaana Way
61

A Minute Passes in Dresden,
O r S i x t y Seco n ds i n t h e Day o f a Li fe

Emily W. Recchia

1. “Forget you,” she says, “I’ll take the kneecap.”
2. The father breaks eggs carefully over the faucet. The mother frowns.
3. White tail feathers fight their way down the bloodied window.
4. A baby smiles for the first time.
5. Some fishermen catch a school of minnows. Too bad it wasn’t trout.
6. A mannequin gets breast implants.
7. The librarian shelves her books like children.
8. Hyenas creep through the park; their cage has been unlocked.
9. Pasty building foundations crumble under the museum’s harsh lights.
10. A policeman raises his fist.
11. A pair of newlyweds gasps in earnest under embroidered honeymoon sheets.
12. The rock music is too loud.
13. Canned asparaguses split from an overburdened plastic bag.
14. A baker opens his shop to find all of the muffins gone.
15. Thieves lasso the moon. The sky tugs back.
16. Father and daughter slip down the stairs.
17. Curious boys look up the meaning of crustacean in Webster’s Dictionary.
18. The dog refuses to fetch.
19. An obnoxious preview flickers and fades away before
the movie no one wants to see comes on.
20. The judge sentences two men to the death penalty. Both are guilty.
21. The singer misses her cue.
22. Childhood friends make a blood-pact.
23. A bullfrog resigns himself to a life of captivity.
24. A teenager flips off his high school geometry teacher.
Didn’t she have it coming?
25. Pens run out of ink.
26. A wolf carries off lambs at random. The fables are true.
27. Everybody wants to dance with the farmer’s daughter.
28. Power outage.
29. The spindle runs out of thread.
30. A foreign exchange student makes friends with a blond girl over breakfast.
31. Two minors break curfew.
32. A spaghetti dinner goes awry.
33. “If your bonnie lies over the ocean,” she says,
“then why don’t you swim across that damn ocean?”
34. Best friends pretend to argue over prom dresses.
They’re actually practicing a Socratic dialogue.
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35. A woman walks into the men’s restroom.
36. Cats gang around the birdhouse, ready to pounce. A butterfly falls out.
37. Numbered bars fall flat off the piano.
38. Green chalk breaks outside under sticky fingers on the driveway.
39. The scuba diver’s oxygen mask slips.
40. Refrigerated chocolate breaks in two.
41. Batteries explode, coating a toddler’s hands with sticky residue.
It wasn’t her fault.
42. The sun chases the moon around the Eastern Hemisphere.
The night has been outlawed.
43. An umbrella topples over in the wind like a miniature catapult.
44. A red pick-up truck runs over the perfect pinecone.
45. A child forgets his alphabet.
46. The man still doesn’t know his multiplication timetables.
47. Dogs skulk under the table; they know when the food is coming.
48. Illiterate people cannot read stop signs.
49. The potted plant breaks under the unbearable weight of fake leaves.
50. A dressing gown is ripped open like a tapestry, like a siren.
51. The nursing home burns mystery meat.
52. Cigarette smoke isn’t contagious, but stupidity is.
53. The plumber breaks his tooth on the toilet.
54. A flu shot is administered for the first time.
Sometimes hospitals do more harm than good.
55. A calculator lies in shambles on the road.
56. The President tells a lie.
57. No one believes the boy who cried wolf.
58. A girl breaks her sister’s Barbie, twisting off the head like a push-pop.
59. Two teenagers throw away a pregnancy test at Walgreens.
60. Destruction hits Dresden. It only takes one minute.
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Vanishing: Saudi gazelle (Gazella saudiya) - Extinct

8" × 8" Silver Gelatin Print
D. Randy Huffman
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Strip Steak

Nicole Burchette

The plan was dinner and a show. It would an adult themed steak house near the
tracks on 3rd street and Ravine. They’d have burlesque and barbeque ribs, sexy
girls serving sirloin, topless twits twirling T-bone steak platters. But dinner became
the show as dancers dipped lettuce leaves into their own juices and fed customers.
They offered calves and shoulders instead of plates and forks. Tempted watering
mouths with filets laid between bosoms. The scratch of steak knives on flatware
fell to the rising gnash of teeth gnawing on bones. Incited and ravenous, the men
began to bite lips and fingertips of the dancers, tearing flesh and cartilage apart
like baby back ribs. In a rush of hunger and passion the girls were devoured one
limb at a time until each customer was satiated. They left licking blood and sinew
from panty lace.
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Hooky

Nicole Burchette
One day in the tree house kitchen the neighbor boy asked to me to play hooky with
him. I paused, forgetting my imaginary eggs over the cardboard oven, the sticks
and ripped paper shreds arranged like a fire beneath the pan, and followed him. I
thought it meant something bad, or at least taboo. We left the tree house and went
around the back of the bushy pines that lined the property. In a bed of brown pine
needles I laid down, my palms to the earth. I felt the pairing of each individual
needle, two by two, like cherry stems. He looked at me and asked if I knew how to
play. I shook my head and said, “No.” My eyes fixed on the base of the tree, away
from him. Moving closer, he curled his index finger and pressed the edge of his
nail under my chin. He told me to close my eyes, then gently ran his crooked finger
over each of them. He ran the hook of his finger across my closed eyelids again,
then down to my chin, across my forehead and over my lips. He traced the fall of
my shoulder and caught the curve of his finger under my collar bone. He pressed
in the space below the bone and paused. Lifting my shirt, he twisted and curled
his finger in my belly button. He told me to be to still, that this was very serious;
that it wouldn’t hurt. I felt his curious fingers scratch down the wool of my skirt to
the ridge of my socks and back up again. On the return up my knobby knees he
swiftly turned his hand over and reached beneath warmth of my skirt. My buttocks
pressed flat against the cool hard ground, his hooked fingertip slid under the elastic
of my underwear. Fishing around, he found the middle of me. Eyes open, mouth
wide, I writhed like a fish on a hook, out of water, out of air. The breath was gone
from me. The earth was pulling me forever downward. We didn’t know we were
acting out real life. We were just pretending. We were innocent, trying to unveil
adulthood. He grew up allergic to shellfish and gay. I found comfort in crooked
things, corkscrews and coat hangers and the crooked smiles of crooked men who
play hooky too often.
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Vanishing: African elephant (Loxodonta africana) - Vulnerable

8" × 8" Silver Gelatin Print
D. Randy Huffman
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Secret Contours

K. Orsini

O F T H E AT L A N T I C
M A N : solitary patron of Maine's Dandy Gander.
B A R T E N D E R : bartender to the Dandy Gander.
O F T H E PA C I F I C
W O M A N : also referred to as “the woman in red,” a well-known cinema star of the 1940’s.
M A N : perceived lover to the woman in red.
Lights up on two bars located on either side of a wall. On one side,
a man sits in a suit, sullen and isolate. On the other, a woman in
red fishes her way through a party, stopping to greet various
individuals nearby. Each of them has a drink in hand.

				
					m a n – a t l a n t i c
(Singing drunkenly) Rain that falls for days on end nestles safely in a pother –

					B A R T E N D E R – A T L A N T I C
I do say, my lad, it appears you’ve had about enough. In the name of the Dandy Gander, we’ve
got quite a reputation to carry.
					M A N – A T L A N T I C
Please, sir, I know much of said reputation, and might I say that in light of its mention as
Maine’s finest brewery, it has never been known to turn away a drink from a man most wary.
The man pulls a wrinkled bill from the depths of his pocket,
dangling it sloppily before him. The bartender unwillingly accepts
the bill, pouring another drink.
					M A N – A T L A N T I C
When it rains, it pours, when it rains, it pours.
The man and bartender freeze in position on the fringe of the
Atlantic as the inhabitants of the Pacific joyously come to life. As
the woman in red snakes through the crowd, she comes to a halt at
the arm of a man.
					M A N – P A C I F I C
(Aloud to the party) Let us raise our glass to the woman of the evening, whose radiance and pure
charisma has been preserved on the screen.
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The guests break out in simultaneous cheer. Clinks of the glasses
are heard all around.
					W O M A N – P A C I F I C
(Aside to the man) Darling, enough with the toasts. Soon the place will be running dry.
					M A N – P A C I F I C
I’m quite certain it won’t; I’ve appointed the best of my means to this celebration.
					W O M A N – P A C I F I C
A gesture, which I most approve, but do not wish to draw attention by. It does not do to rely on
means –
					M A N – P A C I F I C
As it does not do to be wildly humble.
					W O M A N – P A C I F I C
(Slyly) I simply have my charisma, darling. Won’t you join me for a dance?
The two step aside and melt into that perfectly recognizable mold
of ardor. At this moment, both of the coastal establishments are
filled with the tender delight of an agonizing concerto. The Pacifictimers freeze in their stance as the Atlantic-dwellers awaken from
their rest.
					M A N – A T L A N T I C
(Signaling toward the radio) Won’t you eliminate that ruckus? One of us is trying to drown out
the thinking.
					B A R T E N D E R – A T L A N T I C
And what better way than to numb the mind with a bit of musical serenity?
					M A N – A T L A N T I C
There is no serenity here. Only the torment of a dream most dismissed and smoldered. This does
not sit well with me. Please relinquish the tune.
					B A R T E N D E R – A T L A N T I C
Relinquish the tune? Why not relinquish yourself from your seat at the bar?
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					M A N – A T L A N T I C
Relinquish the tune, now. It is not sitting well with me.
					B A R T E N D E R – A T L A N T I C
Neither is the whiskey.
The man and the bartender freeze once again. In unison, the life of
the Pacific stirs.
					M A N – P A C I F I C
(Whilst dancing) Surely you are aware that I have more on my conscious than the stature of my
financial being. How do you suppose I’d been feeling, sitting in on all those crowded theatres?
				
WOMAN – PACIFIC
I cannot say.
					M A N – P A C I F I C
I’d been feeling, how fortunate I’ve been to have landed on the same Californian coast. To ensue
the toast to your success.
The woman in red begins to silently weep. She appears morose,
swaying in time with the pace of the concerto.
					W O M A N – P A C I F I C
This song – such a haunting piece.
The Pacific freezes; the Atlantic awakens. The tune continues to
play on the bartender’s radio.
					M A N – A T L A N T I C
Speaking to a paying customer in such an intolerable tone? I see you’ve lost your manners.
					B A R T E N D E R – A T L A N T I C
It’s time you’d ought to be on your way. Please, pay your tab and go. I don’t want any trouble
here.
					M A N – A T L A N T I C
I will not. Turn off that damned tune, and pour me another drink. So help me.
The man on the Atlantic lifts his glass into the air. There is
a momentary pause as the Pacific coast unfreezes.
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					M A N – P A C I F I C
Darling, what makes you weep? How about a glass of champagne?
The two part from their dance. A waiter approaches, cradling a tray
of two drinks. The man takes each of them in hand, passing her the
first, and sipping from the second.
					W O M A N – P A C I F I C
Darling, (pause) there’s a ring in my champagne.
At once, the man on the Atlantic hurls his glass at the bartender’s
radio as the woman in red’s crashes synchronically to the floor.
Each of them splits into several tiny pieces. The bartender of the
Atlantic pulls a pistol from behind the counter, taking aim at his
drunken patron. All the while, the man of the Pacific drops to one
knee, and the concerto ceases to play.
					B A R T E N D E R – A T L A N T I C
Out with you, now.

					M A N – P A C I F I C
Will you be my wife?
The man on the Atlantic raises his arms into the air. The flock of
Pacific nightlife withdraws from conversation, facing all of their
attention onto the couple in question. A vocal silence floods the
stage, and each of the characters stand still as statues,
contemplating their fate.
					W O M A N – P A C I F I C
(After respite) I will.
The crowd breaks out into another concurrent applaud.
					M A N – A T L A N T I C
(Softly, delicately) Rain that falls for days on end nestles safely in a pother, calling forth the spoils of
men keeping quiet under covers.
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Slowly, cautiously, the man exits the bar, and in the street takes a
seat upon pavement. As he sits, the coast of the Pacific continues
in its vibrant affair. The man of the Pacific shares a tenacious kiss
with the woman in red, and as the two proceed to embrace in their
ravishing dance, the man on the Atlantic feels a chill of the air,
breezing from one coast to the next, and drifts softly off into a
bottomless slumber.
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